Victoria Cave revisited
Victoria Cave, located on high limestone ground about 1½ miles north east of
Settle, is an extraordinary place with a fascinating history and a unique record of
climate change going back hundreds of thousands of years
At different times in the Ice Age it was used by spotted
hyaenas, brown bears and wolves. Stone Age hunters explored
the inside of the cave and left objects in the dark. Much later in
Roman times people again went into dark parts of the cave
leaving behind jewellery and other personal items including
mysterious perforated bone spoons.

of the new Queen Victoria after he found the inner chamber in
June 1837.

In the 1870s a remarkable series of excavations by the Settle
Cave Exploration Committee turned into one of the first scientific
attempts to investigate climate change during the Ice Age. New
work based largely on the 1870s investigations has provided the
The story of Victoria Cave begins in more recent times with the first well-dated framework for the deposits in the cave. These are
accidental discovery of the main chamber by Michael Horner in now known to span more than 600,000 years with evidence of
the spring of 1837. Joseph Jackson named the cave in honour four glacial episodes - a unique record for a British cave.
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Michael Horner discovered the cave when a dog entered a
small opening and reappeared out of another.

Contemporary description made by Rev Addison Crofton in 1865
illustrating the approach to the cave and entering first into
Chamber A and then Chamber B

A distant view taken by Anthony Horner of Settle at
the beginning of the large-scale excavation in 1870

Museum of North Craven Life at The Folly, Settle (http://www.ncbpt.org.uk/folly/): Exhibition 2012 'Victoria Cave Revisited' (c) 2012

